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Q:

Luane Lange interviewing Jack Blum. Thank you very, very much for agreeing to do
this. We are in Lakevifie, Connecticut riEht near the New York border.

A:

Thank you.

Q:

We’ve talked about what I’m doing and why. I’d like to start by asking, where were
you born?

A:

Brooklyn, New York, in July of 1929. So you’re talking to a real city boy who
became a farmer late in life.

Q:

So your family wasn’t in agriculture before?

A:

No. No, they were in the department store business in Brooklyn.

Q:

So, when did you come to Connecticut?

A:

Well, the first time was when I came to the Hotchldss School which is a mile and a half
down the road, here. That was in 1943. I certainly acquired a liking for the.. .the
countryside I guess, at that time, four years at Hotchkiss. Then some of my family
moved up here in the ‘60’s. Dad, who also went to Hotchkiss, retired to Lakeville and
my sister had moved up in the early ‘60’s. When we were looking around for a farm a
little closer to our home in New York City, we heard about this place, through the
Hotchldss Board, actually. I was on the Board of Trustees and there was a man who
owned the farm that we heard about it from.

Q:

What had you done earlier in your life?

A:

I was a lawyer practicing in New York to start out with. Then I was involved in some
law related to financial and banking businesses in the city.

Q:

When your family gradually moved here, was it primarily because of the rural lifestyle?

A:

I think it wasjust the attractiveness of... of Lakeville. My sister, who was the first one
here, married a newspaper columnist. He could be where ever he wanted to be. They
had lived in Greenwich but I think they had friends up here and decided to buy a home.
They’ve been here ever since the early ‘60’s.

Q:

When you came how many acres were on this farm?

A:

The farm originally was quite large. At the time that we bought it, some of the back
wetland and Bestick Pond had been given to the Nature Conservancy and some of the
land across the way had been retained by the family that owned it. So we bought I
think it was, two hundred and seventy-five acres. And we’ve since added a bit to that.

Q:

It was an Angus farm at the time?

A:

No, it had been a dairy farm and it had been abandoned as a dairy farm at the time that
we bought it...in 1977.

Q:

When you came, were you planning to go into agriculture or were you going to keep
on your business as an attorney?

A:

I.. .it was.. .the latter. But, I guess my first brush with agriculture was when I was
working in New York, I worked for a man who had an interest in a large ranch in
Brazil. It was several trips down there plus touring cattle operations in the United
States that got me kind of interested in.. .in cattle to begin with. When I married
Jeanne Blum in 1971, she had inherited from her first husband an Angus farm in
southwest Virginia. So, what hajpened was that we kept that going on a kind of
absentee basis for five or six years and then began looking for something closer to
home where we could enjoy the same thing and keep better track of it. That’s how we
happened on the farm here in Lakeville. I think we looked at forty-one farms between
southwest Virginia and Connecticut.

Q:

Very interesting. So now, had she been raised in an agricultural area before?

A:

No. No, she’s also a citygirl. But, her first husband had found this wonderful place in
the hills of southwest Virginia on a bird shooting trip. He bought the place and had
stocked it with Angus. He died suddenly and left the farm to Jeanne. She and the
bank, that was tmstee of it, were still trying to figure out what to do with it when we
got together. My interest in cattle really got intense at that point.

Q:

How many years transpired between when you first bought it and it became. how did
you go about going to get into an Angus breeding...?

A:

Well, there. .there was a fair amount of basic work in fencing and putting up pens to
handle the cattle and work with the pastures themselves. And, remodeling the old dairy
barn to suit our kind of operation where we don’t house the cows in the barn but we
use that as a working area for breeding, a lot of which is done by artificial
insemination. And also, we had.. .do our calving in the worst part of the winter under
cover. So there was a.. .some adaptation of the buildings to that. The farm had very
good soils and grasses to begin with. So that was a help.

Q:

How did you learn about all this? And when did you make the transition? Or did you
continue being an attorney?

A:

From Virginia? I’m.. .I’m still a practicing lawyer. I have an office down here in
Lakeville and I often say, “I practice law to feed the cows.” A lot of people, as I’m
sure you’ve found, have off-farm source of support. ‘Cause of the difficulties, the
economics of farming, particularly in recent years I’m afraid. I’m sorry, what were
your...?

Q:

How did you learn about all this?

A:

Oh, when we were in Virginia, we took a beef cattle management course; just, one of
these short courses for ten days at VPI in Blacksburg, Virginia. Then we had various
advisors who were other Angus breeders or managers. We did a lot of reading and
talking and just living through a lot of the kind of wrecks that you have in any business
with.. .with livestock.

Q:

Now eventually, because you were working off-farm as well, have you a farm
manager?

A:

Yes. We.. .we’ve always had.

Q:

You’ve always had a farm manager?

A:

Farm manager, somebody who really knows what he’s doing.

Q:

What kind of background do they have? Where did you find this person or have you
had several?

A:

We.. .we’ve had several. I think that the best.. .the first one was just a kind of an
uneducated local farmer in southwest Virginia who had grown up with.. .in the area,
with cattle and.. .had what they call “animal sense.” But, the best managers I guess,
that we had have, had at least some animal science background at the college level

because it does get into a lot of different operations including trying to run it like a
business.

Q:

This is interesting because people keep talking about “agribusiness” and about the new
corporate farms. I’m thinking, we’ve had.. .they’ve been businesses forever. And in
Connecticut since the 1920’s and 30’s, we’ve had many part-time farmers, if you will.
We’ve always had a history of being part-time farming.

A:

Yes.

Q:

‘Cause sixty per cent of our people are not thU-time farmers. When you say it’s
breeding, do you sell the Angus for beef or do you sell them to other people who are
raising herds?

A:

We sell them to. ..it’s the latter. It’s selling...

Q:

It is a breeding farm?

A:

Everything from the embryos, now, is a part of the sales program; then calves and
then mature animals. Typically at consignment auction sales you’ll have a cow/calf lot
and the cow will be bred back to produce another calf So they call that a two-in-one
package or three-in-one.

Q:

I missed something there because I don’t know this field. So you have a cow/calf
deal. If they buy the cow and then they breed it for another calf they get two calves?

A:

Yes. That’s right.

Q:

But not the cow?

A::

Well, no. The cow.. .they’ve gotten now so that they sell them separately. They’ll sell
the calf off and then sell the cow bred back. Typically a buyer will get a cow that’s

going
to calf next spring.

Q:

Okay, I see. MI right.

A:

But that’s changed over time.

Q:

How is it different?

A:
side.

They used to sell a cow/calf combination together. The mother cow with her calf at

Q:

With her calf, not pregnant?

A:

Pregnant as well but as one lot.

Q:

Oh, I see, I see.

A:

As one lot. Then they discovered they could get more money by selling the calf off.

Q:

The calf and the pregnant mother, separately?

A:

Yeah, right.

Q:

Does usually the same company buy the two?

A:

Very often not, now. It’s quite a widespread market. It’s not.. .not that much local
because the best market for beef breeding stock is in the real cattle states. Montana,
Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa. We sold all our bulls this fall to a farmer in Iowa who will
resell them at much better prices next spring. lit.. .h works for us and it works for him.

Q:

How old were they?

A:

These were coming yearlings, selling in October; males that would become a year old
in January and February of next year.

Q:

He keeps them a year and then sells them?

A:

He keeps them more like three or four months and then sells them, just when they’re
getting ready to go to work, fourteen months.

Q:

How much weight do they put on in that.. .that. .What happens to their size during that
time?

A:

They grow a lot. I’d say averaging a little more than three pounds a day during that
interim time. They grow very rapidly, both in weight and in size.

Q:

Very interesting. You also do artificial insemination. Connecticut was far advanced in
that when it was coming into its own age. We had a large artificial insemination
corporate co-op in the state, I think, at one point. I think it was for dairy cows,
primarily.

A:

Yes. Yes.

Q:

Are you involved in an Angus artificial insemination association? Is there.. .or is it...?

A:

Not a.. .not a cooperative. There.. .there are three or four major beef breeding studs, I
guess you’d call them. American Breeder Service is probably the largest and I think

.

that’s a Race and Company subsidiary. Is or was. Then, there’s Select Sires which is
very big in the dairy industry, and Accelerated Genetics, and one or two others.

Q:

And where are these housed? What states are they in?

A:

They’re all over. Again, I think, mostly in larger cattle states.

Q:

What about Florida?

A:

Yeah, Florida’s huge in cattle.

Q:

And South America?
(Tape interruption.)
We were talking about where the Angus or beef cattle are raised. Where else do you
ship to? Do you ship to South America at all?

A:

We have some. Not as much, recently. We did back in the ‘80’s when we did a lot of
showing nationally. We had a national champion bull that was breeding sold in South
America. We are seffing, now, every fall at a sale in North Carolina and another one in
Ohio. We tried to develop a following in those markets building on the fact that the
farm started in Virginia. While we were there, we made a number of friends who were
customers and supported us in the sale in North Carolina.

Q:

Did any of the original cattle come from West Virginia, from that farm?

A:

Yes. When we bought this farm, we trucked fifty cows up here. That was the nucleus.
But they.. .that was several generations ago.

Q:

When.. .when you moved into the area andyou took over this farm, who were the rest
of the help that you had?

A:

We started out with.. .with two people on a short time basis that really didn’t work out.
One of them had been a herdsman for an Aigus herd near Great Barrington. Then we
had a fellow that was with a silo company who, I think, we thought and he thought
knew a lot more than he actually turned out to know. Then we had a very good
experienced man who came from a herd over in New York State who was with us for
about five years. Then another man, from Iowa, who was particularly good at... at
showing and what they call “fitting” animals for show. He took us through the time
that we were in show biz. For the last nineyears, we’ve had a man who had again
been trained on a larger Angus farm. He also was a Penn State graduate so he’s been a
big help to us.

Q:

You’ve made a transition from, you said, showing. So when people have a business of
this nature, part of their business is usually showing which leads to sales for breeding?
Or is it a separate entity? I mean, are they intertwined?

A:

Yes. They’re...they’re intertwined. Showing is really a way of promoting the cattle
that you have. It used to be a much more important means of promotion than it’s
become. It’s been replaced by computer statistics that have more to do with the way
the animals grow and ffinction. Thçy’re weight-based statistics but they’re kept on a
large scale so that you get “expected progeny differences” is what they’re called. And
predictive values that are assigned to both males and females. Those carry a lot more
weight than.. .than the oddball which was where show business had its kind of
influence.

Q:

So then, it was the conformity of the cattle and so on. I know people who’ve bought
horses from pictures. Do they do that, too?

A:

Yep. But it’s not the best way. I’ve done it myself. With transportation getting as
costly as it is and the variety ofplaces thatyou’d like to do business with around the
country, it’s done all the time. And it’ll increase I think, with the net and all the new
media.

Q:

That’ll be interesting.

A:

We have a home page for the farm and we have been getting quite a lot of activity
through that source.

Q:

And is this people who are already in the business so that there’s (Yeah) this
business.. .the network.. .there’ s a network like that within the Angus breeders?

A:

Yes. The breeder association in St. Joseph, Missouri has a member link. But, you can
also go through Yahoo or Thfoseek or whatever andjust put in Black Angus. We’re
supposed to come up as one of the.. .the leads.

Q:

I’ll try that tonight when I get home.

A:

I’ll give you the address.

Q:

I’U,Just look up Black Angus and see how that comes up too.

A:

Yes, yeah.

Q:

That’s interesting. So, when.. .when you first started, when your.. .you wife in her first
marriage.. .did she take part in the business aspect of that?

A:

Not really until we decided to try to keep the Virginia farm going. Then she did
become active and we went to school together. We also went to Cornell up here at
the same time. Of course, when we moved up. So she did take quite an active part in
it. I guess from your standpoint, it’s important to say that this has been viewed as kind
of a hobby business and it certainly has aspects of that. There’s a lot of buying back
and forth between breeders. It’s not.. .it’s not a great way in and of itself to make
a.. .make a living. It really.. .it requires quite a large investment and if you’re going to
play the game of the
in breeding stock, I would say it’s very subject to fads and
fashions and not a very predictable business from a standpoint of consistently making
money.
---

Q:

But down the road, somebody who’s buying these cattle must be breeding them for
food.

A:

Yes, yeah.

Q:

Down the chain someplace.

A:

The commercial cow/calf man in Nebraska or Montana or Iowa or a whole variety of
--states. I’m sony about... (phone)
(Tape interruption.)

Q:

Talk about the idea of fashion and fad. What do you mean by that? What kind of
a...?

A:

Well, back in the ‘50’s for instance, the animal science people told the breeders that
the housewife liked the small, manageable cuts. So the Angus animal shrank and
developed into something that looked like an overgrown Dachsund with very short
legs and a lot of body. Then the European breeds got popular because the cattle
growers realized that they could get more pounds on the same frame regardless of the
size of cut. And I guess people got more expert at cutting larger carcasses. So the
Semitoles and the Charlay and some of the continental breeds got quite a run in the
commercial cross breeding herds. The cry went out to make Angus bigger. So we
spent a lot of time in the ‘60’s and ‘70’s making them bigger and developed a number
of kind of bad byproducts of that. That ...as they got bigger, they had less sound feet
and legs and so the rancher would tell us that they weren’t getting around and doing
the job in an open range situation. And, they lost some of their milk and maternal
traits. So then there was a return to a much more balanced approach to breeding.
Selecting not for size but for economic traits. That has gotten ffirther refined so that
now we’re trying to figure out how to breed for the best carcass traits; the size of the
rib eye and marbling through the meat, that kind of thing.

Q:

I could tell you about the sheep industry in that...

A:

Did that go the same way?

-

Q:

They said that’s why it didn’t do well because they didn’t breed that way and they
should have done that, but they haven’t. The sheep haven’t changed in generations.

A:

I see.

Q:

Where did you buy your supplies? Locally?

A:

Yes. We use Agway in Millerton and Community Service Hardware, Napa Auto
Parts, the local John Deere agency and people like that.

Q:

Has it changed over the years?

A:

It has because of what’s happened at... as the farming nucleus has shrunk the customer
base for a lot of these services has shrunk so that they’ve consolidated and in some
cases moved out of towns where they were. That’s one of the big problems I think, of
having agriculture survive in an area. There has to be enough of a critical mass of
farmers to make it worthwhile for the dealers and the suppliers to do business.

Q:

Are there any other Black Angus breeders in this part of the state or in the state?

A:

Oh, there’s a bunch of them in Connecticut. I.. .1 would say probably ten to twenty.
Right around, in about a half-hour radius of us, there are six farms that work tqgether
in seffing.

Q:

So you can ship together in selling? Is that what you...?

A:

Yeah. And, we’ll have these consignments sales where instead of one farm holding the
auction for it’s own, the six will each put in ten Jots say.

Q:

Would you say that these ten or twenty.. .twenty that are in the state... are they all in
the.. .most in the northwestern part of the state or the western side of the state? Are
there any on the eastern side of the state?

A:

There certainly were. I’m...I’m not sure that...I would say it’s probably more of a
western part of the state phenomenon because a lot of the earlier breeding
establishments were in Dutchess County. The Rheinbeck fair was always kind of a
focal point for the breed but I’m trying to think of some that are.. .1.. .1 can’t come up
with.. .with names.. .but...

Q:

That’s okay. What do you remember any banking or insurance issues that you had to
deal with as part of this business?

A:

Banking or insurance. Insurance is just an out-and-out cost question. You can get
coverage of these expensive animals for a premium of six per cent of their value.
That’s very expensive insurance.

Q:

What is the value of an animal that’s...?

A:

Well, these breeding animals have sold.. .1 guess our top sales have been about fifty
thousand. But, they go for more than that from time to time. So it’s.. .it’s a big
number Wyou. .if you want to have mortality coverage on live.. .livestock. It certainly
makes sense to carry liability insurance you know, the standard farm package. And we
do that. But the livestock, it’s really kind of a gamble.
.

Q:

Thinking about from that standpoint, this.. .this English cow disease...

A:

The mad cow disease?

Q:

The mad cow disease.

A:

Yeah.

Q:

This is only with dairy cows, is that correct or has that gone into the beef market too?

A:

No, that’s been a problem in Great Britain and I guess it’s had a reflection on the
Continent in the beef breeds as well. I think there was a ban in Europe on importing
British beef. I think there’s still a ban on the import of British breeding stock in this
country.

Q:

So this has in a way, been a... a help to the breeders in this country?

A:

Yes. Although I think frankly, we’ve got the breed a good deal ffirther than it would.
We had a trip over in Scotland about five years ago and visited the head of the
Aberdeen Angus Association up there. He was using a bull that had been raised on
place. So, and it was...

Q:

Amazing. Surprise.

A:

Yeah. But a lot of the development of beef cattle over here has come from western
Canada, Montana...

B:

Excuse me, I... (Jeanne enters)
(Tape interruption.)

A:

Jeanne just mentioned an article in.. .in yesterday’s Sunday New York Times in the
business section. This was an interview with a grain farmer out in the Midwest and
kind of documented the troubles that they’re having out there. Primarily with the
consolidation you were talking about with the bigger farms taking over more and more
and reducing costs and dropping commodity prices to the point where the smaller
farmers are having a real struggle to hang in. This is a problem in, as you know, in
Connecticut as well. And, getting into the governmental side of it, we’ve always had a
cheap food policy that’s been promoted by government at the federal level and the
state level. But, what’s happened is that most of the impact of that has been on the
producer. His share of the farm dollar has shrunk and more of the farm dollar.. .or the
food dollar goes into advertising.. .processing and advertising and packaging and
distribution. That’s very tough on a fella who’s trying to put food on the table for his
family.

Q:

You were saying that they add the price from the middle man but the originator
doesn’t get the increase.

A:

Yes, yeah. That was one of the things that we tried to cope with when I was
Commissioner in promoting this dairy compact. That was the major project in my
three years and it’s helped a little but I don’t think it’s...

Q:

Let.. .let’s go into that as long as you’ve mentioned it. What years were you
Commissioner?

A:

‘92toearly’95.

Q:

And this was before the New England Dairy Compact?

A:

Yes.

Q:

So, there was a dairy compact made while you were there, for Connecticut?

A:

No. The.. .the.. .the pricing system is federal and that was the prevailing system when I
came in. There was talk of trying to get the six New England States to ban together
and in effect, add to the federally established price.

Q:

Which they did a couple of years ago.

A:

Yeah, yeah. We had a major time first getting the six New England States to pass the
same legislation because there’s quite a lot of differences between each state.
Vermont and Connecticut are the extremes I guess. But that was done and then it had
to be blessed under the Constitution by Congress. That was a huge drill. Then, after it
was finally approved by Congress, it was made the subject of a suit based on
Constitutional grounds. And so I guess it’s just been in effect for about a year and a
half adding some to the local price. Not a whole lot.

Q:

I think it did make it through this session, also. They didn’t think they were going to
make it and it did. Well, let’s talk about.. .how did you get involved. Were you
involved in the local community after you moved here?

A:

To some extent. I moved here as a flail-time resident in 1984 and I practiced on my
own. I had an office in Millerton, New York because I was a New York attorney until
having the job in Hartford. At that time I got admitted to the Connecticut Bar. So
then, practicing all of that time as a lawyer, real estate and family trust and estate type
law rather than corporate law or litigation. And .I’ve gotten involved in various
things in the community. The bank and I’m on the School Board over here at
Hotchkiss and a few other things.
. .

Q:

How did you... when a Commissioner comes in, there’s a climate in the state. Can you
think back to what you would identify as the climate of this state for agriculture when
you went in as Commissioner and then... and then maybe how things have changed?

A:

Well, I... I would say that it.. .the climate was.. .you’re talking about public or farm
constituency or...?

Q:

All of the above. Public, farm and then the government, too.

A:

Okay, I think the farmers were very discouraged by the economic decline, the
disappearance of a lot of farms, increased regulation. You know, that as the city folks
move up and settle in next to the farm, there’s all kinds of battles about farm smells
and waste disposal. And, there was a great surge in environmental issues,
environmental protection, clean water, wetlands; all of which are good things. But
the.. .they way they impact on the farmers is crucial. A lot of burdens were being put
on the fanner that we tried to deal with by negotiation with that department and

Q:

Well, I was thinking, and I’m not sure about this because I’ve only heard of legislation,
but if it’s open space in towns then the public has access to it. But if the state spends
the money to help support the farmland preservation, then that’s still private land.

A:

Yeah, that could be.

Q:

I thouEht, I wonder you know, if it’s the usae point of it.

A:

Yeah, yeah. That.. .that could be a factor. It’s assigning a higher priority to public
access and thiigs like recreation Iguess. But the.. .the sad part about the development
rights program not going forward is that a lot of...of the good open land that’s left in
the state really needs to be cared for, tended on an ongoing basis. The farmer is the
best steward that we’ve got for keeping the land open and attractive. Ssomebody’s
missing the
The argument now...
---.

Q:

Iknow...(phone)
(Tape intermpüon.)
Do.. .there’ s been some discussion over the recent years. I interned at the Capitol a
few years ago, about ten years ago. Then and every once in a while, there’s a bill in
the Legislature to combine the DEP and the Department of Agriculture. (Yeah) What
is it.. .why doyou think they’re trying? It doesn’tgo anyplace but it keepsgettirgput
in.

A:

Well, it.. .it was.. .it was on the docket during all three years that I was over there. In
fact, I remember driving over from.. .from here one Saturday night when the Senate
was still in session and working with the Republican Caucus.. .thank God for Del
Eades down here, toget the department 1iteraly preserved as a separate entity. The
impetus for this I think, is with.. .what is it Olvifi that.. .they...

Q:

Office of Management...

A:

Yeah, to every kind of government organization engineer, it looks as though it would
make a whole lot of sense to have a few super departments and eliminate the smaller
ones. You know, restructure and reduce personnel and streamline the whole
governmental setup. What they missed is that having...
(End of side one.)
What they missed is that having a very small but active Department of Agriculture
independently thnctioninE really addresses the problems much more efficiently.

You’d
have people who were specialized in dealing with both the regulation of farmers and
the
promotion of their products and that would get steamrolled if it were put in the... It
would be a real disaster.

Q:

Interesting.

1,1

A:

It’s up again?

Q:

Well, it came up last year, again. It didn’t go anyplace, again. I think Doc Gunther is
the one that always introduces it.

A:

Oh, yes. Really?

Q:

I think he’s the same one that does that every time.

A:

That’s terrible. We know Doc Gunther, that’...
(Tape interruption.)

Q:

What are some of the biggest challenges you’ve faced?

A:

.the Aius. We.. .we were lucky because early on we did get affiliated with this
group of about. ..I guess it got as high as ten fanns who sold together every fall as a
cow power sale. And that.. .that was helpful. But therejust isn’t a reacy market for
breeding stock in.. .in New England. You have to draw in the real cattle country folks.
So, that was a major challenge for us. I guess the other thing was, just what I
mentioned before, getting the right combination of help. I think one of the things that
people underestimate ingoing into livestock, is the management. The importance of
the management dimension. You really have to have someone who knows what
they’re dolig oryou can buy expensive cattle andjust watch them go downhill.
There’s the health program that’s very extensive. They have to get a lot of...lot of
shots and lot of attention at different times for thinEs like worming and...

Q:

Do you have a veterinarian on staff or do you...?

A:

No, but we.. .we’re luck in that way. We’ve Eot several good vets and we use the one
up in Copake which is a cooperative on the New York side of the line. But there’s
several good peqple in Connecticut. Harvey Hayden down here in Cornwall.
Stanisford in.. .you use the vets on a spot basis quite a lot.

Q:

Now do you have other help, too? How many people do you have?

A:

We have the manager and a young herdsman. We had more when we were showing.
I think we were up to three full-time people then.

Q:

What has been your greatest satisfaction? Do you want to add.. .your name is Jeanne?

B:

Ye,s.

Q:

Jeanne has joined us. You may hear her voice.

. .

B:

You think the growing season is another problem?

A:

Yeah, it is.. .it is a shorter growing season than VirEinia, certainly. And that took some
getting used to. I guess the greatest satisfaction is really seeing some progress in some
of the animals that we produce, the calves themselves. And we’ve had some
recognition of that both publicly and financially. Well, that’s.. .that’s been a
satisfaction.

Q:

Let me ask you Jeanne, he said you weren’t raised on a farm but were you raised in the
south?

B:

No. I’m a native New Yorker.

Q:

All right.

B:

My first husband went turkey hunting and fell in love with a particular farm. So we
went down and bouEht it and then started raisinE Black Angus. But it was a little hard
because we were absentee owners. We lived in New York. But it was a beautiful four
hundred acre farm. When I married Jack, we had seven children, I thought it might be
wise to keep this going. And we went down.. .have you already told this?

Q:

No, not. ..you had seven children before you met him? Or you’ve had seven children
since?

B:

No, these are all Jack’s seven children.

Q:

Okay, all right.

A:

This is the second time around for both of us.

Q:

Okay, all rjght.

B:

Anyway, we went down to look at it to sell it. I think Jack said to himself not sofast,
this is pretty interesting. So we didn’t sell it. That was in ‘71. We sold it finally in
1980.

A:

That’s right. We had two farms for many years.

B:

For years yeah.

A:

At least one too many.

B:

And Jack now is looked up to, probably by all the Angus people around the county.
He’s so good---

A:

Oh,no.

B:

He’s very knowledgeable, has a good eye, has a wonderful reputation, writes
wonderful articles about...

Q:

Now, this we haven’t talked about.

A:

Oh. I think that this is getthg from nonfiction into fiction. No, I.. .1 have written
columns in the past.

Q:

For the news.. .you have an Angus newsletter?

A:

Yeah, like that. And if you’re around long enough you’ll certainly get some friends
and adherents.

Q:

So then, what did you...

B:

Well, as an urban
it’s been absolutely wonderful living, now, for the last fifteen
years? Every day o(growing and the changing of the seasons. And, also realizing that
we have improved the general quality of Angus. The bottom line is in the consumer
eating out there. It doesn’t taste as good as it used to when it had so much fat in it
but...it’s...it’s been...it’s just very rewarding to....

A:

You hear the phrase a lot about the way of life. I think that is a really key thing
recognizing ---it just is a good way of life.

Q:

What’s going to happen...wffl any ofyou familygo on and...and continue this farm?

A:

I doubt it. Just looking at the present circumstances of all of the kids. We have six
daughters. The oldest one is the Director of the New Bedford Whaling Museum and
that’s a full-time, quite different pursuit. And, we have a son who’s teaching in Texas.
And the other girls are all scattered around but they’re all kind of focused on their own
families. There’s no one who’s really kind of burning to come back and take the farm
over. So I think that’s a...that’s a problem there that people face. We’re...we’re
gradually transferring the ownership to the next generation but they’ll have to
decide.. .together. It is in the Development Rights Prqgram so one way or another, it’s
going to stay preserved but farmed is another question. We hope it’ll be farmed.

Q:

Does it have to stay farmed?

A:

Not...not and...that’s one kind of gap in the Development Rights Program it doesn’t
have to be farmed. It’s in effect a conservation easement but it doesn’t provide for
any firmative undertaking to keep farming it.

Q:

That’s interesting.

---
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B:

The one nice thing that’s happened is that I think we’ve been responsible for about
twelve new Angus herds.

A:

Yeah, that’s.. .that’s true. And also we’ve inquired about a group of farms around here
that have done a lot of either BPR or easements. So that there’s a whole area here
that would stay.
(Tape

A:

interruption.)

I was just mentioning about public policy issues, looking forward from here. I think
one of the absolute keys is in the land use planning area. Not just the holding onto the
conservation movement, which is well-established in parts of the state. Certainly up
here and upper Litchfleld County but just trying to contain development, urban sprawl
in a sensible way and at the same time not cut off economic development. That’s...it’s
just an out and out clash that’s going to go on. It needs a lot better thinking and a lot
more advocacy on the agricultural side than it’s had in government in particular.
There is a major land use plan that was done that I think, in 0MB. But I’m not sure
how effectively that’s being enforced or updated and kept in place. The.. .the
other.. .the flip side though, is that I think agriculture should benefit from a public
policy standpoint as the very sharp line between urban living and country living that’s
fuzzy you know? There.. .there are a lot more people, not just weekenders but people
who are coming up and spending three and four days a week in the country. There’s,
with that, more of an appreciation, I think, of the agricultural side of things, as well as
the kind of Green Movement. The environmental movement has both a plus and a
minus side. On the one hand, it has enhanced the kind of interest in organic farming
and sustainable agriculture and on the other side, it leads at the kind of extreme, of
touch not this blade ofgrass or this wetlands, to some very tough regulations for
growers to dealwith, And that’s going to go on as a major public policy battle. Ijust
think we’ve got to have.. .keep. .keep trying to get more of a voice in the way things
fall out for agriculture.
.

Q:

Thank you very much, thank you.
(Tape interruption.)

Q:

We’re going to add.. .we’re going to talk about a technology and inventions and...

A:

One of the major projects, at least from my standpoint, while I was Commissioner,
was that Ag Tech Task Force that produced a study which unfortunately I think, has
just been put on the shell about agricultural technology development in.. .in the state.
One of the things that came out of that was that we have these major pharmaceutical
companies in the.. .in the state. Pfizer and Bristol-Meyer and what is it.. .Bayer
subsidiary. Bristol-Meyer-Squibb.. .it’s hard to keep. ..Well, anyway, they’re all here
and they’re all interested in natural substances in developing their medicines and drugs
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and vaccines. To some extent farming can play a more active role in helping the.. .in
the development process for these major firms. There’s even a corn genetics lab.

Q:

DeKaib.

A:

DeKaib.

Q:

Yes, I’ve been down and toured there.

A:

And the lady who was head of that was on our task force. It might be interesting to
you just to look at that report and some of the things that were discussed there.

Q:

I will. I’ll do that.

A:

But on machinery and the kind of traditional implements. You’ve got the ability now,
with these GP$ systems, to pinpoint areas of a farm that need more fertilizer or... seed
than others; and, certainly the tractors. All the implements have.. .have undergone
major engineering over the last years. They’ve gotten a whole lot more expensive.
There’s also more willingness on the part of Land Production Credit and others to
finance these for the farmers. I would say there’s been a lot of technological change
which is favorable not only to the big grower but to the smaller guy who wants to
cultivate his land or raise animals. But the big technological change.. .changes I think,
are the NAP for both buying and selling. And the... oh, and the genetic engineering
end of it with all it’s problems. That’s still going to have a major impact on food when
you think about just animal health. It’s going to have the effect, overtime, of
lowering costs from the food producers perspective.

Q:

You mentioned before about the.. .the hormone piece.

A:

Yeah.

Q:

Then you have the consumer issue.

A:

Yeah.

Q:

And so that’s another side piece that is...

A:

It is. It’s very tough because I think that in the case of BST, there was no credible
scientific evidence that this hormone, which is produced naturally in saliva, has any
adverse impact on consumers. I think that there were some issues about how good it
was for the cow. Just in making her milk more heavily than perhaps she wanted to, or
was built to; but no danger that I could get any.. .There was a lot of wild stuff being
put out and subscribed to by CBS and all the papers and everything else. But that was
a kind of illustration for me of... of how tough enough that is going to be---. And I
guess when we get into plant genetics, you have an allergy problem. If you’re using a

peanut gene in a tomato and we’ve got people who are allergic to peanuts, you do
have some reality to the problems there but... I’d say, on balance, that’s something
we’re going to have to learn to live with through better information and education.

Q:

Is there anything you want to add? How about from your scrapbook?

A:

This is just a wonderful thing that Jeanne and my niece Ellen put together. There’s
a.. .there are a lot of things in here that it might be interesting for you to take a look at
it. It’s a big write up of the hundred and fiftieth farm preserve. The Aquaculture
Testing Laboratory down in.. .where is it? Bedford Point. It was a revelation to me
that aquaculture was part of agriculture along with the bedding industry. Here’s an
article from the Times about marketinE specialty projects. I mentioned Bob
Peffigrino. That was his.. .his big thing. There’s Norma (O’Leary, CT Farm Bureau
President) and an article, “State leads New England in farming production.” Picture
here of Jeanne and me with a ferret. We had some very interesting problems of
regulation with the ferrets. This is one that was in a vocational-agriculture traininE
program in a high school. I.. .1 have to tell you that I had the time of my life in this job
and it.. .it was fascinating to me how many things it got into.

Q:

This is the UConn Honorary.

A:

Oh,yes. Yes indeed. Yeah. I remembergettin that. Terrific.

Q:

Of course, I’m reading upside down.

A:

Yeah. Gamma Sigma Delta.

Q:

Had you any idea that you were going to eventually end up in politics?

A:

No. No. This was a complete fluke. John Herenden who was Lowell Weicker’s first
Agriculture Commissioner, had bought some cows from us and we’d gotten to be
ffiends. When John was moved over to be Lowell’s Chief of Staff, he asked me if I
knew of anybody who could take over his job at Agriculture. I thought about it for a
while and nominated myself.

Q:

That’s howl got my job.

A:

Yes. Yes, right. Oh, here’s the.. .this is good. ---See some faces on that, the Ag Tech
Task Force.

Q:

Oh, there’s the...oh, there’s our Dean. Now we have a biotech building opening.

A:

Yes.
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Q:

Yes. Within.. .they’re going to move in within the next two weeks in the Biotech
Building.

A:

And that was a battle in which I think I participated positively in the opening rounds. I
remember meeting with Dean Kerr and the groups that came up to evaluate UConn to
be a recipient of the grant. There’s a lot of doing in getting that and also getting it
accepted at the state and UConn levels, ‘cause there are so many different priorities.
That’s wonderful, that’s

Q:

Yes it is.

A:

Anyway, Win the course of this, you want to come back and talk about particular
things...

Q:

Thank you very, very much.
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